
 

Newsletter2Go is a young and growing startup based in Berlin, and is one of the 50 fastest-growing 

tech companies in Germany. Our customers use our world class email marketing software to easily 

send millions of beautiful, relevant newsletters to their customers. Our mission is to empower our 

partners to send emails that people will love. 

 

You’ll work with a young and ambitious team that gives you the chance to develop your skills and 

your career. Flat hierarchies, lovely colleagues, a fast learning curve, and tons of fun: guaranteed. 

Lots of goodies, including free drinks and fresh fruit. We have tons of team events, and a catered 

lunch every Wednesday. You’ll feel right at home before you know it! 

 

Use the latest technologies to develop our software and design Newsletter2Go’s product as part of a 

fast-growing team. Immerse yourself in an exciting and dynamic field, and bring your personal and 

career abilities to the next level. 
 

Are you a passionate Front End Developer and prefer to work independently, analytically and results-

oriented? 

Can you hit the ground running on new projects and are a team player who has an eye for the bigger 

picture? 

Then apply today and make our software, and in particular our WYSIWYG Newsletter Builder even 

better. 

 

Must-Haves 

 

 Several years experience with JavaScript programming 

 At least a first experience with AngularIS and Typescript 

 Knowledge in Git, npm, bower, Sass, gulp 

 English at a C1 or higher level 

 

Nice-To-Haves 

 Experience with Continuous integration (Teamcity) 

 Knowledge of agile development methods and software (Kanban, Scrum, Jira) 

 Interest in outstanding UI and UX 

 

The position is available immediately. 

Start your career with Newsletter2Go. We can’t wait to meet you! 

 

Please send your complete application along with your salary expectations to: 

Steffen Schebesta | Email: schebesta@newsletter2go.com 


